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instill confidence, and promote mood maintenance strategies. Sadness, failure,
embarrassment, and guilt create needs for mood improvement and self-image
restoration.

III. Helping in an Emergency

At 3:20 AM on March 13, 1964, a 28-year-old bar manager, Catherine (Kitty) Genovese,
parked her car on a tree-lined street in a residential section of Queens, New York.
While she was walking to her nearby apartment, a man came out of the shadows and
grabbed her. Genovese screamed, “Oh my God, he stabbed me!” and lights turned on
in an adjacent apartment building. When a man opened a window and shouted, “Let
that girl alone,” the attacker shrugged his shoulders and walked away. As Genovese
lay sobbing in the street, the lights flickered off. A few minutes later, the assailant
returned, stabbing her repeatedly. Genovese cried out, “I’m dying! I’m dying!” and
again lights flickered on and the assailant left. Finally, bleeding badly, Genovese stag-
gered to her feet and attempted to enter her apartment building. Seeing she was still
alive, the attacker returned, sexually assaulted her, and then stabbed her again. By the
time the police were called at 3:50, Genovese was dead, a victim of a random act of
violence by a complete stranger.

In the aftermath of this incident, 38 people admitted they had heard Kitty
Genovese’s screams or had witnessed part of the attack, which lasted more than 30
minutes. Many also reported being aware that many of their neighbors were at their
windows watching. Yet aside from a man who yelled at the assailant, no one inter-
vened. Why? At the time this incident occurred, the dominant explanation centered
on apathy and alienation: People in large cities had become hardened to the fate of
their fellow citizens. They didn’t care anymore whether their neighbors lived or died.

TABLE 12.3 Mood, Self-Relevant Experiences, and Helping

Mood and Self-Concept Variables Reasons Why Variable Promotes Helping

Happiness • Primes positive thoughts and interpretations
• Increases social concern and sociability
• Creates a desire for mood maintenance

Sadness • Creates a desire for mood improvement

Success • Creates happiness
• Instills self-confidence and perceived

competence

Failure • Creates sadness
• Produces a need for self-image repair

Embarrassment and guilt • Creates sadness
• Generates a need to restore a positive self-

image
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